French lop rabbits can be characterized by their rather oversize shape and
their endearing personality. These pets thrive on attention and they are the result of a
cross breeding between the Normandy Giant, the Flemish Giant and the English lop.
These rabbits are very popular in rabbit shows. In the United States, they are commonly
referred to as “king of the fancy”. These rabbits make extraordinary pets because of
their kind nature. These rabbits love to play and be cuddled, which makes them perfect
for young kids.
French lops can be recognized by their rather large bone structure. Even though the
French lop’s ears are not as long as its English cousin’s, they are still big enough to make
them stand out. Their coat is usually longer than on most rabbits and they develop what
are often called dust ruffles or trousers
around their bottom.
French lops can be found in all kinds of solid colors, but also broken patterns as well. It is
recommended that you do not breed your French lop until it reaches 9 months of age. But
it’s very important that the female French lop has her first litter before she reaches her
first year.
After the first year, the doe’s pelvic bones begin to merge which could make natural birth
more difficult. Female French lops tend to have big litters that can range between 5 to 12
kits, so make sure that you are prepared for that. Since French lops tend to be larger than
most, they are rather sedentary and
don’t require too much activity. They are social pets and they make wonderful family pets
when bred right. It is always recommended that you pair your French lop with a partner
for company.
Like most rabbits, the French lop’s diet is mainly composed of hay and pellets. You can also
give your rabbit commercially manufactured treats made especially for them. French lops
enjoy veggies such as romaine lettuce, basil and coriander. However, you should never feed
your pet gas inducing foods such as cauliflower and broccoli, that could be fatal t them.
All in all, French lop rabbit’s make great family pets and they usually require less care than
other breeds of lop eared rabbits. If you want to learn more about French lop rabbits, you
should attend a rabbit show near you and ask breeders for advice. This way, you’ll know
what your pet needs to grow happy and healthy.

